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Open Systems

Compositional modeling and design of reactive systems

⇒ Each component is a system interacting with an environment

The behavior of each system depends on the internal state as well as the behavior of
the environment.

Question: Can the system resolve its internal choices so that the satisfaction of a
property is guaranteed no matter how the environment resolves the external choices?

This can be seen as a winning condition in a two-player game between
the system and the environment!
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Compositional architectures as multiagent systems (games)

Compositional architectures can be seen as multiagent systems (or games)

each component is an agent (player)

the environment of each component consists of the other components in the
architecture

ATL ir iR Ir IR
Complexity PNP Undecidable PTime PTime

Table: Complexity of Model Checking problem for ATL formulas

ATL∗ ir iR Ir IR
Complexity PSpace Undecidable PSpace 2ExpTime

Table: Complexity of Model Checking problem for ATL∗ formulas
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Synthesis Problem

Let M = ⟨AP,Ag, (Acti)i∈Ag,V , v0, τ,E⟩.
We may need to control several components such that their strategies to satisfy
some strategy profile specification

Problem (Synthesis problem)

Given an interaction model M, a set of processes P ⊆ Ω and a strategy profile
specification Φ, are there strategies for processes in P such that all the strategy profiles
containing them are acceptable for Φ? Formally,

INPUT ∶M, P ⊆ Ω, Φ ⊆ Γ0 ×⋯ × Γk

OUTPUT ∶ Yes iff ∃(σi)i∈P ∀(σi)i/∈P ⟨σ0, ..., σk⟩ ∈ Φ
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LTL Synthesis

LTL Synthesis : Strategy profile specifications as LTL formulas

Problem (LTL Synthesis problem)

INPUT ∶M, P ⊆ Ω, ϕ ∈ LTL
OUTPUT ∶ Yes iff ∃(σi)i∈P ∀(σi)i/∈P out(⟨σ0, ..., σk⟩) ⊧ ϕ

LTL Synthesis problem can be expressed as a particular ATL∗ formula model
checking:

INPUT ∶M, P ⊆ Ω, ϕ ∈ LTL
OUTPUT ∶ Yes iff M ⊧ ⟪P⟫ϕ
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Perfect Information LTL Synthesis

Theorem

LTL Synthesis under perfect information is 2ExpTime-complete.

Since all agents have perfect information, it is equivalent to consider one component
to synthesize against one environment component.

First algorithm: use ATL∗ model checking ⇒ not easy to implement

Symbolic algorithm:
transform synthesis problem to safety game
more efficient to implement
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Symbolic algorithm for LTL Synthesis

1 Negate formula ϕ

2 Compute the co-Büchi word automaton A for ϕ (Büchi automaton for ¬ϕ)

3 Compute G =M⊗A (keep actions on edges)

4 G has co-Büchi objectives

5 Solve the co-Büchi game G

Observation: For efficient implementation G can be transformed into a safety game
represented symbolically
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LTL Synthesis with Imperfect Information

We cannot reduce to one system and one environment!

Theorem (Pnueli & Rosner, FOCS 1990)

The LTL synthesis is undecidable for two or more partially informed processes to
synthezise against an omniscient environment.

Theorem (van der Meyden & Wilke, CONCUR 2005)

The positive LTL synthesis problem for distributed systems is decidable in hierarchical
systems.

Theorem

The LTL synthesis problem for one partially informed process (∣P ∣ = 1) against an
omniscient environment is 2ExpTime-complete.

Use information sets to solve ”remember” possible states.

Use co-Büchi word automata for ϕ
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Tools for LTL Synthesis

Tools that solve LTL synthesis problem:

Lily, Anzu, Ratsy and Acacia+ for perfect information

Acacia-K for imperfect information
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Rational environment

Components in the environment may have their own objectives and play rationally.

We have G = ⟨M, ϕ1, ϕ2, ..., ϕn⟩ where
M is the interaction model
ϕi is the objective of Agent i

Rational behavior: first satisfy his own objectives and then harm the others

Model rational behavior using Nash equilibria.

Let pay(σ̄) ∈ {0,1}n s.t. pay(σ̄)[i] = 1 iff out(σ̄) ⊧ ϕ

Definition (Nash Equilibrium (Nash51) )

σ̄ is Nash Equilibrium iff no incentive to deviate

pay(σ̄−i , τi)[i] ≤ pay(σ̄)[i] ∀i ∈ Ω and τi strategy of Player i
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Example Nash Equilibria

v0start

v1v2

:-)

:-(

{s0, s1, s2}

{s0, s1,¬s2}{¬s0, s1, s2}

{s0, s1, s2}{s0,¬s1,¬s2}

Figure: Not a Nash equilibrium
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Rational Synthesis

σ̄ is 0-fixed Nash Equilibrium iff

pay(σ̄−i , τi)[i] ≤ pay(σ̄)[i] ∀i ∈ Ω ∖ {0} and τi strategy of Player i

Rational synthesis = find winning strategy for the system (Player 0) against an
multi-component environment (Players 1, ..., k) with rational behavior.

Definition (Rational Synthesis Problems)

Given as input a game G with winning objectives (Oi)i∈Ω, the two settings:

cooperative:1 Is there a 0-fixed Nash equilibrium σ̄ such that pay(σ̄)[0] = 1 ?

non-cooperative:2 Is there a strategy σ0 for Player 0 such that for any 0-fixed Nash
equilibrium σ̄ = ⟨σ0, . . . , σk⟩, we have pay(σ̄)[0] = 1 ?
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Example : Rational Synthesis

1start 2 3
Reachability objectives: R◯ = {3}, R◻ = {1}

Cooperative non-Cooperative

1start 2 3 1start 2 3

no solution
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Rational Synthesis Complexity

Theorem (Cooperative and non-cooperative rational-synthesis complexity)

The cooperative and non-cooperative rational-synthesis problems are
2EXPTIME-complete.

Cooperative Non-Cooperative
Unfixed k Fixed k Unfixed k Fixed k

Safety NP-c Ptime-c Pspace-c Ptime-c
Reachability NP-c Ptime-c Pspace-c Ptime-c

Büchi Ptime-c3 Ptime-c3 Pspace-c Ptime-c
co-Büchi NP-c3 Ptime-c Pspace-c Ptime-c

LTL 2Exptime-c2 2Exptime-c2 2Exptime-c2 2Exptime-c2

Table: Complexity of rational synthesis for k players.
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LTL Characterization of {0}-fixed Nash Equilibria under Perfect Information
For Safety, Reachability and tail objectives

Wini = winning region for Player i against all other players (2-player 0-sum game)

If Oi = Reach(Ri) for some Ri ⊆ V (similar for tail objectives) :

⋀k
i=1(◻¬Ri → ◻¬Wini)

Wini
⟪i⟫◇ Ri

Ri

If Oi = Safe(Si) for some Si ⊆ V :

⋀k
i=1((¬Wini U ¬Si) ∨ ◻Si)

Si¬Si

Wini ⟪i⟫ ◻ Si
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Perfect Information Cooperative Rational Synthesis
For Safety, Reachability and tail objectives

cooperative: ∃σ0 ∃σ̄ s.t. NE({0}, ⟨σ0, σ̄⟩) ∧ pay0(σ̄) = 1?

Find π ∈ V ω s.t.

If Oi = Reach(Ri) for some Ri ⊆ V (similar for tail objectives) :

π ⊧◇R0 ∧ ⋀k
i=1(◻¬Ri → ◻¬Wini)

If Oi = Safe(Si) for some Si ⊆ V :

π ⊧ ◻S0 ∧ ⋀k
i=1((¬Wini U ¬Si) ∨ ◻Si)

If such π exists, it exists π = x(y)ω with ∣xy ∣ polynomial in G
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Perfect Information Cooperative Rational Synthesis
For Safety, Reachability and tail objectives

Cooperative
Unfixed Fixed # Players

Safety NP-c Ptime-c
Reachability NP-c Ptime-c

Büchi Ptime-c1 Ptime-c1

co-Büchi NP-c1 Ptime-c
LTL 2Exptime-c2 2Exptime-c2

Compute winning sets for each player

Test the existence of a lasso path satisfying the LTL characterization

NP-hardness: reduction from 3SAT

1M. Ummels. The complexity of Nash Equilibria in infinite multiplayer games. FOSSACS 2008
2O. Kupferman, G. Perelli, and M. Y. Vardi. Synthesis with rational environments. EUMAS 2014
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Non-Cooperative Rational Synthesis Problem (NCRSP)

Non-Cooperative Rational Synthesis Problem

non-cooperative: Is there a strategy σ0 for Player 0 such that for any 0-fixed Nash
equilibrium σ̄ = ⟨σ0, . . . , σk⟩, we have pay(σ̄)[0] = 1 ?

First attempt: two player zero-sum game with objective

O = {π ∣ π ⊧ φG0Nash → ϕ0}

Fix σ0. Only 0-fixed NE w.r.t. σ0 should be considered !!!

Solution based on tree automata.
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Non-Cooperative Rational Synthesis Problem (NCRSP)

Imperfect Information Rational Synthesis
Decidability results

Undecidable cases:

System Environment
# Processes # Processes

≥ 2 ≥ 1 → Undecidable
= 1 ≥ 2 → CRSP Undecidable

Decidable Cases:

Theorem

The synthesis problem of one partially informed process against an omniscient,
cooperative or non-cooperative, but rational multi-component environment is decidable.

Proof: Reduction to Synthesis Problem with antagonist environment and hierarchical
observations.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Conclusions

Synthesis Problem :
∃(σi)i∈P ∀(σi)i/∈P ⟨σ0, ..., σk⟩ ∈ Φ?

Information Strategy Profile Specification
Agents in P Environment KLTL Synthesis Rational Synthesis

Perfect info Perfect info [KuVa97, FiJR09] : 2ExpTime-c [FiKuL10, KuPVa14]: 2ExpTime-c
[ICALP16] : Particular objectives

Imperfect info Perfect info [PnRo90]: Undecidable Undecidable
Imperfect info Perfect info [MeVa98] :2ExpTime-c Decidable

∣P ∣ = 1 [CAV14] : Safraless KLTL+

Imperfect info Imperfect info Undecidable Undecidable
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